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Abstract - In manufacturing process, tipped tools are of great importance. Manufacturing industries use ceramic 

cutting tool inserts on large scale but, on the other hand environmental regulations are also binding over the tool 

manufacturers. Many of the manufacturing industries have started using polycrystalline diamond (PCD) and 

polycrystalline cubic boron nitride (PCBN) cutting tools which are less harmful to the environment. The 

automotive and aerospace industries use these materials for gaining precision and better surface finish.  

In this paper, comparison between currently used tools and polycrystalline diamond (PCD) and polycrystalline 

cubic boron nitride (PCBN) tools is done with the help of case study. Case study consists of detailed information 

about currently used ceramic tool inserts in local industry and its analytical comparison with advanced tools 

used globally. The paper also describes the performance of polycrystalline diamond (PCD) and polycrystalline 

cubic boron nitride (PCBN) tool inserts.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cutting tools are vital in industry. To produce quality product, a cutting tool must have three characteristics: 

• Hardness: hardness and strength at high temperatures. 

• Toughness: so that tools do not chip or fracture. 

• Wear resistance: having acceptable tool life before needing to be replaced. 

Cutting tool materials can be divided into two main categories: stable and unstable. 

Unstable materials (usually steels) are substances that start at a relatively low hardness point and are then heat 

treated to promote the growth of hard particles (usually carbides) inside the original matrix, which increases the 

overall hardness of the material at the expense of some its original toughness. Since heat is the mechanism to 

alter the structure of the substance and at the same time the cutting action produces a lot of heats, such 

substances are inherently unstable under machining conditions.Stable materials (usually tungsten carbide) are 

substances that remain relatively stable under the heat produced by most machining conditions, as they don't 

attain their hardness through heat. They wear down due to abrasion, but generally don't change their properties 

much during use. 
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Most stable materials are hard enough to break before flexing, which makes them very fragile. To avoid 

chipping at the cutting edge, some tools made of such materials are finished with a slightly blunt edge, which 

results in higher cutting forces due to an increased shear area, however, tungsten carbide has the ability to attain 

a significantly sharper cutting edge than tooling steel for uses such as ultrasonic machining of composites. 

Fragility combined with high cutting forces results in most stable materials being unsuitable for use in anything 

but large, heavy and rigid machinery and fixtures. 

The properties of different tool materials are given below. Although PCBN tools are expensive, they have more 

efficient and have better properties than other materials. 

Table 1: Properties of tool insert materials 

 

 

Unstable materials, being generally softer and thus tougher, generally can stand a bit of flexing without 

breaking, which makes them much more suitable for unfavorable machining conditions, such as those 

encountered in hand tools and light machinery. 

A. What is PCBN? 

Polycrystalline Cubic Boron Nitride (PCBN) is a purely man-made product. It is not found in any form in nature 

and its unique properties of high hardness (second only to diamond), its ability to retain its hardness at elevated 

temperatures as well as its inertness to iron, makes PCBN an ideal cutting tool material for machining hard and 

abrasive ferrous work-piece materials. 

PCBN consists of selected cBN grains which have been bound together using a ceramic or metallic binder under 

ultra high pressure and high temperature to form a homogenous material. The binder in PCBN acts as a binder 

or "glue" to bond the hard cBN grains together [2]. 
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Figure 1: MS80 PcBN material with Al-based ceramic binder phases. (80 vol. %cBN)[2] 

B. Comparison 

The table shown below shows comparison between different materials used for tool manufacturing. It can be 

inferred easily that PCBN has a high hardness as compared to other materials. There is also a moderate 

difference in fracture toughness. On the other hand these tools have lesscompressive strength.[3] 

 

Figure 2: The picture above shows PCBN tool inserts [4] 

C. Where PCBN is difficult to apply 

There are also a number of work-piece materials thatwhile not impossible to machine effectively with PCBN, 

can create their own set of problems.These are classified as difficult to machine and should be approached with 

caution. 

 Nitrided steel 

Nitriding is a surface treatment applied to increase surface hardness and wear resistance. While turning with 

PCBN is an accepted process, milling the surface of nitrided steels is difficult due to the high incidence of edge 

chipping. It is recommended to use the toughest PCBN grade available at increased cutting speeds when 

machining. 
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 Some D2 tool steels 

While some D2 materials are very successfully machined with PCBN, other result in poor tool life due to subtle 

changes in the microstructure which occurs during heat treatment. If a difficult to machine D2 is encountered, 

double tempering after quenching during heat treatment will improve PCBN tool life. 

 Compacted graphite iron 

Microstructure and material properties of compacted graphite iron fit between those of grey and nodular cast 

iron. The free ferrite will react with the PCBN chemically and usually result in short tool life. 

 Austempered ductile iron 

Austempered ductile iron is an alloyed heat treated nodular cast iron. Machining experiences are limited, and 

machining conditions continues to be evaluated. 

D. Where not to use PCBN 

Although the range of materials being economically machined using PCBN continues to expand, there are still a 

number of work-piece materials that are recognized as being uneconomical to machine. Amongst these are: 

 Soft steel 

Tool life is short and WC tooling is a more cost effective solution. 

 Austenitic stainless steel 

This is a soft stainless steel which sticks to the cutting edge causing catastrophic failure. Hard martensitic 

stainless steels are very effectively machined with PCBN. 

 Ferritic stainless steel 

This is a soft stainless steel with a high ferrite content which causes chemical attack of the cutting edge 

resulting in short tool life. 

 Unhardened ferritic grey cast iron 

The free ferrite in the work-piece material chemically attacks the PCBN resulting in short and uneconomic 

tool life. 

 Ferritic ductile (S.G.) iron 

The free ferrite in the work piece material chemically attacks the PCBN resulting in short and uneconomic 

tool life. 

 High speed steel HSS 

The hard carbides in HSS make it impossible to interrupted cut, continuous cut (turning) is a successful 

PCBN application. 

 Cemented carbide 

Although a successful turning application, cemented carbide is impossible to mill (interrupted cut) due to 

the inherent hardness of the material. 

E. Increased Impact on tool 

Cutting speed - Increased compressive stresses (there is an upper limit). 

 Feed rate - Increased compressive stresses. 

 Corner radius - Decreased compressive stresses. 

 Edge rounding - Increased compressive stresses. 

 Edge chamfer - angle Increased compressive stresses. 
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 Depth of cut - No effect. 

 Tool flank wear - Increased formation of white layer/HAZ     thereby increased tensile stresses at the 

surface. Increased compressive stresses in the subsurface. 

The graph below shows how PCD and PCBN are highly resistant to heat and abrasion. On the otherhand, they 

are very low resistant against fracture [4]. 

 

Graph 1: Resistance to heat and abrasion v/s Resistance to fracture 

 

II.CASE STUDY 

  

For case study we chose local industry where machine tools are used on large scale. This industry preferred 

using ceramic tools inserts. After some questionnaires, we came to know following facts about why they prefer 

ceramic tools. They are as follows- 

 

1. These tools are easily available in local market. 

2. These tool inserts are considerably cheap as compared to other material. 

3. Productivity of these inserts is moderately good. 

4. Cost per product/job is balanced as these tool inserts are priced low. 

5. Moderate precision and surface finish is required by the customers. 

These facts were mainly considered while putting forth the idea of using new tool inserts. 

 

A. Cost analysis 

Cost analysis with reference to „cost per job‟ was done in order to get statistical comparison between different 

tool materials. 

For job made up of cast steel, the ceramic tool life was as follows- 

Ceramic tools used currently-Make- TEAGUTEC 
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Table 2: Productivity of Ceramic tool inserts used in studied industry 

 

Tool code Per corner life 

CNMG 120408 IT 7310 25 jobs 

CNMG 120412 IT 7310 15 jobs 

CNMG 120408 IC 428 25 jobs 

CNMG 120412 IC 428 15 jobs 

CNMG 120408 IT 8115 25 jobs 

CNMG 120412 IT 8115 15 jobs 
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Graph 2: Number of jobs per tool tip for Carbide tool insert 

On the other hand, the PCBN and PCD tools can produce many jobs more than the number of jobs produced by 

single corner of ceramic. Some of the companies claim that PCBN tool inserts can be 30 times more efficient 

than low category tool inserts. Cost of one PCBN or PCD tool insert is about Rs. 4500 to 5000. 

PCD and PCBN tools require high initial investment which is usually not preferred by industries until there is 

requirement of such a high precision and surface finish. The cost per job is not relatively same unless there is a 

need for good surface finish. As initial investment is high, automatically there is expectation of more returns 

after completion of jobs. This is possible only if value of the job is high. One cannot use these tool inserts for 

doing regular jobs as it will lead to economical imbalance. In order to balance economy, use of PCBN and PCD 

tool inserts must be done only if there is need for such accuracy and surface finish. 
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Figure 3: Carbide tool inserts currently used in industries 

 

 

Figure 4, 5: Pinion cage drawing 
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Figure 6: Data obtained of similar part machined by CBN10 insert [4]. 

Characteristics of polycrystalline materials is as stated below-  

 

B. Polycrystalline diamond (PCD) 

 

They are very expensive. It is hardest substance on earth till date. It has a Superior resistance to abrasion but 

also high chemical affinity to iron which results in being unsuitable for steel machining. It is used where 

abrasive materials would wear anything else. It is fragile. It is also used exclusively on turning tool bits although 

it can be used as a coating on many kinds of tools. For this, sharp edges generally not recommended. 

 

C. Polycrystalline cubic boron nitride (PCBN) 

 

These are also very expensive. Being the second hardest substance known, it is also the second most fragile. It 

offers extremely high resistance to abrasion at the expense of much toughness. It is generally used in a 

machining process called "hard machining", which involves running the tool or the part fast enough to melt it 

before it touches the edge, softening it considerably. Used almost exclusively on turning tool bits. Its hardness is 

higher than HRC 95. 

 

As PCBN composites provide extreme resistance to deformation and wear at high temperatures – typically an 

order of magnitude better than the nearest ceramic materials, about two thirds of all PCBN tools are used for the 

machining of hardened steels, offering a viable, more cost effective alternative to conventional grinding 

processes. Other applications are in the machining of hard, grey and high-strength cast iron, and cold and hot-

work tool steels. The machining of nickel and cobalt-based super alloys is a significant and rapidly growing 

application area for PCBN. 
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III. CONCLUSIONS 

 

1. Manufacturers look for comparable tool performance at similar machining conditions when machining these 

new materials. In many cases this is not possible due to the machining characteristics of these new 

generation materials. Often compromise conditions are implemented to either maximize tool life, through 

less aggressive cutting conditions, or reduce tool life at existing conditions. 

2. So basically, PCBN and PCD tool inserts can be implemented easily and economically only if there is need 

of high precision and surface finish. These tool inserts can be used if the metal to be machined is harder than 

common metals.  

3. Cutting tool materials therefore play a significant role in material development and the continued 

development of modified PCBN composite products will be required to meet the performance levels 

demanded by the manufacturing industry. 
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Abstract - Basalt is a common extrusive volcanic rock formed by decompression, melting of Earth’s mantle. It 

has extensive occurrence all over the world. In India, it covers 4000 Km2 parts of peninsular India. Natural 

basalt rock has been used as a prominent construction material in the form of slabs, stonework, tiles, pavement 

etc. 

With advent of technology.it is now possible to modify basalt rock into fibers through bushing and vertical 

melting method similar to glass. Basalt fibers are capable of being used to make heavy loaded conveyer pipes, 

pipelines for heat supply (high temperature resistance), fire proofing clothes etc. basalt fiber mesh is used as the 

framework in panels for structural reinforcement and material integrity. Basalt fibers have high chemical 

resistance, high thermal resistance, low flammability, high mechanical strength, abrasion resistance, good 

elasticity, high tensile strength (even greater than same size steel mesh), high thermal and acoustic insulation 

properties, and excellent adhesive property. Basalt fibers are renewable and could be most eco-friendly, non-

toxic alternative to metallic building material. A more futuristic research for discovering more unconventional 

and collaborative uses of basalt fiber could be a boon to construction industry. 

 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We know basalt
[1]

 is as one of the most widely used rock in construction material since long time. Basalt is a 

across the board essential volcanic igneous rock formed by the fast cooling from lava flows, generated  from 

volcanoes either over the surface or under water on oceanic floors. It is associated with the divergent plate 

boundaries
[2]

. Basaltic rockis formed from extensive lava flows both on continent and on oceanic floors in 

almost all regions of the world. In India, the Deccan traps are spread for more than 4000km
2
 in Maharashtra, 

Gujarat, M.P. and bordering partsof Indian peninsula
[3]

. 
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Figure 1- Distribution of traps (Basalt rock) in parts of Peninsular India 

Chemically basalt is made up of calcic plagioclase feldspar and Ferro magnesium minerals but depending upon 

the magma composition and rate of cooling, the chemical composition of basalt
[4]

 formations can differ from 

location to location. Only a few locations contain basalt which is found suitable for manufacturing of composite 

fibers
[5]

.Therefore, numerous mixtures of basalt are recognized, in light of extent of fundamental minerals-

olivine rich basalt are ordinarily known as Basanite while olivine free basalt, are more normal and is named 

Tholeiites which are used for fiber production. Generalized chemical composition of basalt rock is mentioned in 

Table-1. 

Table 1- Chemical composition of basalt rock 

 Chemical Composition of Basalt Rocks % 

SiO2 52.8 

Al2O3 17.5 

Fe2O3 10.3 

MGO 4.63 

CaO 8.59 

Na2O 3.34 

K2O 1.46 

TiO2 1.38 

P2O5 0.28 

MnO 0.16 

Cr2O3 0.06 
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Owing a decentspecific gravity (2.6 – 6.3), compressive strength of 150-190 N/mm
2 

and amazing hardness (5 to 

9) it has a superior abrasion resistance and is conventionally used in its natural form as building blocks, slabs, 

tiles, for anti-abrasion coating etc. (Fig 2). 

But with advancement of manufacturing technologies in construction industry
[6]

, new across the boardvarieties 

of basalt rock haverevolutionized the application range replacing almost stable asbestos fibers, glass fibers
[7]

, 

carbon fibers and steel reinforcement etc. 

 

2. Basalt rock fibers manufacturing 

Although crushed basalt had been used for road base concrete aggregates, asphalt pavement, rail road ballast, 

filter stones in drain fields. This crushed basalt can also be drawn into fibers which has multifaceted application. 

Fibers are received by melting basalt rock at 1400 
0
C. This melted basalt mass being passed through the 

platinum bushing and extended into fibers. 

 

 

 

Figure 2- Basalt: Rock to Fiber 

2.1. Procedure  

Mined basalt rock is crushed, washed and loaded into a container attached to feeder that carries the powdered 

rock into melting baths in gas heated furnance
[8]

. Crushed basalt enters the Furnance and is melted at 1400 
0
C.  

The opaque liquefied basalt absorbs heat which promotes homogeneous heating (in the same process, glass 

being transparent, reflects the heat supplied thus initial temperature required for melting is high and leads to 

non-homogeneous heating of the melt). The melted basalt is also held back for prolonged time to ensure a 

homogeneous temperature distribution. 

Proceeding the process, basalt melt is drawn into filaments by platinum-rhodium bushing
[9]

 (similar to glass). 

Though the initial temperature required to produce fibers from basalt is greater than glass, but fiber production 
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process requires less energy due to the uniform distribution of heat among its grains. This aspect, together with 

an easy availability of raw material, justifies the lower cost of basalt fibers compared to glass fiber. 

While cooling down, basalt filaments are moved to speed controlled fiber stretching equipment with 

simultaneous addition of a sizing agent, then to winding equipment, where the fiber is spooled. 

Thus the manufacturing process can be summarized into four steps
[10]

. 

1. Treatment of basalt rock, crushed, mashed. 

2. Melting in gas Furnance. 

3. Continue spinning. 

4. Spooling (adding sizing agent). 

Production of continuous mineral fibers
[11]

 use vertical melting method similar to those was used in the 

manufacture of yarns and fabrics. 

The manufacturing process can be summarized as shown in Fig 3. 

 

 

 

 

1. Tank for sizing 

2. Furnance 

3. Bushing 

4. Sizing applicator 

5. Tray for used sizing 

collection 

6. Winder 

7. Spool 

8. Tank for used sizing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 - Manufacturing process(Source: Composite market web portal) 

These fibers manufacturing should be close to suitable basalt quarry and inexpensive energy source. 
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3. Properties of basalt fibers  

Basalt is a wide spread rock which had been a consistent participant in construction industry
[12]

as hard, durable, 

anti-abrasive building material. Now it is also possible to modify this hard rock into fibers, which can also be 

used in other reinforcement in many conventional structures. 

Basalt fibers have many unique properties
[13]

 such as homogeneous chemical composition, least impurities, and 

wider temperature tolerance, and extensive occurrence, ability to form fibers in molten states, good electrical 

and sound insulating properties. 

Basalt fiber properties are summarized as below. 

3.1.  Physical properties  

They are vibration resistant. This characteristic is very useful in chemical construction for example, when 

buildings are constructed near highways, railways they are exposed to cumulative vibrations. Basalt slabs are 

vibration resistant and hence more durable whereas other mineral and glass fiber cushions may experience 

damage and finally disintegrate. 

3.2. Chemical properties 

Chemically inert basalt fibers are resistant to acids and alkalis thus pipes made of basalt fibers may be used in 

the chemical production for transporting hot acids, in construction of sewage system, transportation of 

aggressive loose materials, and transportation of corrosive liquids and gases. 

3.3.  Insulating properties 

Basalt posing good thermal, electrical, sound insulating properties. Pertaining to good electrical insulating 

properties (10 times better than glass), basalt fibers are also incorporated into printed circuit boards, also used as 

extra fine resistant insulation for electrical cables and underground ducts. Also used as insulators for high 

voltage power lines. 

Basalt possesses thermal insulating properties and is being used as fire protection in the form of fabrics or tapes. 

Also used in automobile (composite brake pads), aircraft, ship, household appliances. 

 

3.4. Basalt fiber thermal characteristics 

Table 2- Comparison of thermal properties of basalt fiber with other fibrous materials  

(Glass and silicon fibers) 

Thermal Properties SI Units Basalt filaments Fiber glass Silica filaments 

Maximum application 

temperature 
(

0
C) 982 650 1100 

Estimated operating 

temperature 
(

0
C) 820 480 1000 

Least working 

temperature 
(

0
C) -260 -60 -170 

Thermal conductivity W/mk 0,031-0.038 0.034-0.040 0.035-0.040 

Melting temperature (
0
C) 1450 1120 1500 
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3.5. Mechanical properties 

Basalt has high temperature and abrasion resistanceas compared to glass
[14]

,carbon fiber, asbestos.  

Table 3 - Mechanical properties of basalt fiber 

Fiber type Specific gravity 
Tensile strength 

ksi (MPa) 

Elastic modulus, 

Ksi, (GPA) 

Strain at break, 

in/in (mm/mm) 

Basalt 2.7 
400.695 

(2800-48000) 

12,500-13,000 

(86-90) 
0.0315 

 

Basalt fibers have higher compression strength and higher shear strength. Themodulus of elasticity for fiber 

measured using elastic stress wave propagation time measurements is 95 GN/m
2 

while that of glass is 70 GN/m
2
. 

4. Fields of applications
[15]

 

4.1. Road development  

4.1.1. Reinforcement of cement and black-top asphalts runways.  

4.1.2. Construction of sound-engrossing hindrances for interstates, railroads, and underground 

metro lines.  

4.1.3. Curb stones, asphalt linings (basalt throwing).  

4.1.4. Small molds.   

4.2. Construction  

4.2.1. Reinforcement of scaffolds, passages.  

4.2.2. Production of sandwich-boards taking into account basalt and carbon-basalt strands. 

4.2.3. External and inside warmth and sound protection.  

4.2.4. Insulation of board butt joints.  

4.2.5. Directional and dispersive fortification of cement.  

4.2.6. Repair (recuperating) of breaks, nearby harm to structures, scaffolds, building 

developments.  

4.2.7. Soft material (of slate and tile sort).  

4.2.8. Reusable screens.  

4.2.9. Internal waste channels/pipes. 

4.2.10. Reinforced structures  

4.2.11. Heat-supply frameworks, link channels.  

4.2.12. Hydraulic development.  

4.3. Engineering systems  

4.3.1. Pipelines for warming and heated water supply.  

4.3.2. Pipelines for warmth supply.  

4.3.3.  Canalization. 

4.3.4. Oil and gas pipelines. 

4.3.5. Cable-channel, phone frameworks ensured against electromagnetic fields and data 

spillage through electronic observation.  

4.3.6. Highly effective seals and linings for pipelines.  
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4.3.7. Pipes for chemicals generation and transportation of forceful media. 

4.3.8. Pumps for forceful media.  

4.4. Agriculture 

4.4.1. Land seepage funnels.  

4.4.2. Pipes for watering system and hosing.  

4.4.3. Raising vegetables and seedlings. 

4.4.4. Agricultural development.  

4.4.5. Agricultural machine development.  

4.5. Underground development  

4.5.1. Anchors, columns, roofs, vaults.  

4.5.2. Pipelines for different purposes.  

4.5.3. Foundations for structures and developments.  

4.6. Machine development  

4.6.1. Case and body parts.  

4.6.2. Heat-resistance body-holders. 

4.6.3. Refrigerators.  

4.6.4. Completely incombustible warm solid protection for lodges, engine compartments, 

metro carriages, vessels and flying machines.  

4.6.5. Electro technical and electronic circuit sheets.  

4.6.6. Brake cushions for vehicles, flying machines, metro carriages and mentors.  

4.6.7. Friction circles for auto tractor offices. 

4.6.8. Frame areas.  

4.6.9. Reinforcement for modern elastic and different articles.  

4.6.10. Acoustic frameworks and articles.  

4.6.11. Belts for substantial stacked transports.  

4.7. Environmental security  

4.7.1. Protection screens against electromagnetic radiation and data read-out.  

4.7.2. New era body defensive layer for individual and aggregate security.  

4.7.3. Fireproofing and warmth assurance working garments.  

4.7.4. Containers for entombment of amazingly harmful waste.  

 

5. Conclusions 

With the dawn of technology basalt fibers are opening new ventures of application owing to its extensive 

occurrence, homogenous chemical structure, devoid of impurities and good ability to form fibers in molten state. 

Basalt fibers are naturally resistant to ultraviolet (UV) rays and high energy electromagnetic radiations with a 

broader temperature resistant range. Basalt is also declared an inert material which is non-combustible, non-

explosive and does not impose any damage to the health of workers and to the environment. Thus it is proved to 

be ecologically friendly material. 
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Basalt rock fibers are getting acceptance as a wide range application material characterized by high rigidity, 

high abrasive strength, high specific strength (9.6 times higher than steel) and good insulating properties. It is 

emerging as a replacement of steel, glass fibers, and asbestos fibers. The cost of ready fiber product is 10 times 

higher than that of raw material. 

Basalt as a fiber has high potential and is getting a lot of attention due to its high temperature and abrasion 

resistance. Recognition and advanced engineering design of basalt composites should continue to rise as more 

research continues by adopting its various characteristics. Inspite of so many distinguished features, basalt rock 

fibers are still not widely used, but more effective research in the same direction would be advantageous. 
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ABSTRACT 

Computation evolves through inspiration from Nature. Every algorithm in the world of computer science is 

inspired from some physical phenomenon present in the environment. It is the narrow ability of understanding 

of human being which results in presumption of an algorithm from a natural phenomenon. In this study, we 

intend to explore the behavioral characteristics of the bots in a swarm. The scenario consists of a goal reaching 

problem for the swarm. The algorithm that ties the swarm together is nature inspired Boids Algorithm. The 

focus of the study is to analyze how this algorithm helps in controlling the behavior of bots by varying 

parameters in order to infer collaboration and competitiveness changes among the bots.   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Inspiration from nature has been a driving force for many great innovations. In Swarm robotics, the co-operation 

and control over a group are common goals in widely studied problems. The individual animals in a school of 

fish or flock of flying birds seem to be organized in well-ordered overall behaviors by some form of intelligent 

coordination. The „boid‟ was developed as a simple computer model that replicates such behavior. Each boid 

runs the boids algorithm, and the boid collectively exhibits realistic flocking or schooling behavior. Such work 

has clearly shown that well-ordered overall behavior can be formed by merely local and very simple interaction 

along elements.  

This nature inspired algorithm is one of the most popular algorithms used for swarm based applications such as 

gaming simulations, data clustering and data visualization. In scenarios, such as team construction and crowd or 

traffic management requires the analysis of qualities depicted by individuals as it could help in sorting out these 

problems. In such situations, it is required to identify some of the individuals with high competitive spirit and 

collaborative abilities so that they can influence the whole group to achieve the goal. 

However, in most of the studies, these qualities are not explicitly observed in each individual but the whole 

group is observed at a time. The purpose to identify each individual for the qualities is beneficial for finding out 

the leaders to be allotted for the group. This would help in betterment of crowd management and will also lead 

to designing a subjective model for selection of candidates for a team or group. These qualities can be observed 
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from the behavior of individual in a group, which will lead to selection of individuals for a team without judging 

an individual separately (as the behavior of a person individually is very different from the behavior of same 

individual in a group). 

In this study, we intend to experimentally study the behavior of kilobots in a goal reaching problem using nature 

inspired algorithm. In this system, bots are judged individually on the basis of Competition and Collaboration 

among the bots through experimental simulations. These measures signify that how the bots behavior changes as 

its interaction changes. 

 

I. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In order to deal with the group behavior for analyzing various qualities and characteristics of a swarm, first the 

issues of navigating the entire robot system are dealt with, having wide variety of researches have taken place. 

Initially, the entire robotic system is allowed to pass through the sweep line and the vertices of the shape of the 

regions, basically corresponding to the cells. The planner for the robotic system then tries to figure out the cells 

which contain the starting and the destination node. The planner determines to find an exhaustive path based on 

the adjacency graph. But this technique is not very useful in complex environments which involve a large 

number of calculations [1]. 

In order to deal with the problems of complicacy and straightforwardness, Potential Field Method is another 

evolving technique to be used in mobile robots planning. The workspace is entirely structured into a grid of cells 

which are actually rectangular in shape and then every cell is marked as an obstacle or a non-obstacle according 

to its given property. Then the next step is to calculate the potential functions for each cell based on the distance 

of every cell from the destination as well as the starting cell and the cells which are marked as obstacles. Based 

on these values the optimum points are calculated iteratively which are used to trace the complete path. This 

technique faces some issues due to local minima and thus did not give accurate results [2]. 

Another variant to compute a path from the source to destination can be using the Euclidean. This distance is 

considered to be an objective function. Then the some points near that point are randomly generated. Distances 

which are less than objective function are selected. Then the minimum value is computed and finally selected as 

the solution. Then in the next iterations directional path is followed and the process is iteratively repeated until 

an obstacle is configured [3]. 

As one of the most vital area of the multi robot system is the capability of large number of   robots to work in a 

cooperative manner. Therefore multi robots have the ability to perform such tasks which a single robot is not 

capable to perform. In order to have a perfect and effective cooperation communication is the most vital 

component which engulfs physical and chemical cooperation. Various forms of communication can take place 

in a multi robot system either through directly by using the physical techniques like either light or signal or 

sound or wave but chemical method is also applied in nature. Various foraging methodology can be used along 

with physically virtual pheromone concentration to seek optimum path which is convergent to the destination. 

The robots utilizes pheromone concentration in order to establish communication with other robots and finally 

lead to an optimal path [4]. 

After exploring various techniques to solve the goal reaching problem in a swarm, in this paper Boids Algorithm 

was chosen for studying the behavior of swarm while in the same problem domain of destination reaching. The 
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reason behind choosing this algorithm for this kind of behavioral study is that it is based upon a set of rules with 

definite parameters. In the process of playing around these simple rules led this study in the desirable direction, 

which was further easier to interpret and understand. 

 

III. ARCHITECTURE AND FRAMEWORK 

 

The study is based on Kilobots robots, generally used for swarm behavioral study. Initially, this study uses a 

nature inspired algorithm to study the flocking behavior. 

Kilobots 

The Kilobot was revealed by the Harvard University to evaluate the performance of collective algorithms on a 

large number of robots. Kilobots can be defined as a low cost expansible robot system designed basically for 

exhibiting cooperative behavior. There prevail a large number of algorithms for handling large flocks of 

communicating robots to be precisely termed as a swarm. These predefined steps are demarcated to control and 

coordinate the behaviour and the actions of large number of bots. The performance of these demarcated steps 

depend on the time taken to accomplish the task, complexity of the solution and the cost involved in the 

solution.     

Thus kilobots were designed to ensure communication among kilos of robots in a coordinative manner. Every 

robot is convened by an automatic process but they are designed with low cost parts with the basic functionality 

to operate in a cooperative environment [20].  

Kilobots function in swarms to probe the algorithms for the cooperative behavior among the robots. The tasks 

performed by kilobots can be demarcated as planning a path from a point to other point, formation of various 

shaped like SOS in case of emergency , motion in a coordinated manner,  assembling all the bots at a particular 

position by self-decision , transportation in a coordinated manner , searching for goal and many more. 

Kilobot controller consist of a software technology that can handle multiple robots at the same time. It allows 

transmitting information with the aid of infrared light in order to send commands to all the robots in a single go 

by imparting a new program. It can also monitor the switching on and off of the robots as well as the interrupt 

caused during the execution of program in the robot. These tasks have a scope of operating in an area of one 

meter diameter. The controllers have the ability to program the bots using the embedded ISP technology. 

Various functionalities observed in controller are the charging, toggling the displays, activating the sleep mode 

or the wake up mode, pausing or stopping any action, sending or receiving the messages, running the program 

and checking the battery voltage.  

Due to the unavailability of the Kilobot Controller software in the toolkit of Kilobot and other discrepancies like 

external sensors cannot be mounted on the same the simulated work on the Kilobots could not be implemented 

in real time. Therefore this study is only experimental simulation based, but can be extended to practical 

implementation. 

Boids is an artificial life program, developed by Craig Reynolds in 1986, which simulates 

the flocking behaviour of birds. His paper on this topic was published in 1987 in the proceedings of 

the ACM SIGGRAPH conference. The name "boid" corresponds to a shortened version of "bird-oid object", 

which refers to a bird-like object. Its pronunciation evokes that of "bird" in a stereotypical New York accent. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_life
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Craig_Reynolds_(computer_graphics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flocking_(behavior)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Association_for_Computing_Machinery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SIGGRAPH
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City_English
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As with most artificial life simulations, Boids is an example of emergent behavior; that is, the complexity of 

Boids arises from the interaction of individual agents (the boids, in this case) adhering to a set of simple rules. 

The rules applied in the simplest Boids world are as follows: 

 
 

IV. COHESION 

 

A flock is defined as a group of boids all staying close to each together, and thecohesion component of the 

algorithm is mainly responsible for the togetherness aspect of this. Every frame, each boid looks at the position 

of each other boid to see if it is within a specified NEIGHBOUR_RADIUS, that is, it checks to see which other 

boids are close enough to be considered flockmates. The positions of the qualifying neighbours are averaged and 

the boid steers to towards that position. This way, each boid is trying to steer towards the center of the flock, 

resulting in them all staying close together. 

 

V. ALIGNMENT 

 

Each boid in a flock tries to head in the same direction as the rest of the flock, which is the responsibility of 

the alignment portion of the algorithm. Each frame, each boid looks at the heading in which it is travelling in 

comparison to the headings of all its neighbours, and realigns itself to match their heading. The velocity vectors 

of each boid within the NEIGHBOUR_RADIUS are averaged and the resulting vector points in the average 

direction of the flock, which the boid then tried to head in. 

 

VI. SEPARATION 

 

While in a flock, each boid tries not to run into each other one in the flock. They try to remain separate by 

keeping a specified amount of space in between themselves. Each boid checks all the other boids on the map to 

see if the distance between them is too small, and if so, adds an inversely proportional amount to its velocity in 

the opposite direction. 

The technologies utilized during the implementation of the proposed project are:- 

 V-REP Simulator: Robotics simulation platform for Kilobots 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emergence
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 Lua Script: Script used for coding in the simulation platform 

 

6.1 Experimental Setup 

Robot navigation is a scenario which allows robot to infer its position according to the proposed algorithm and 

then execute the path planning to a particular destination. In Boids algorithm, each boid or bot (in our case) is in 

motion and has its own velocity. The swarm boids communicate with each other by exchanging the details about 

what they have discovered through other boids and about dstination. 

In this study, the objective is to study the behavioral aspects of a boid in a goal reaching problem using boids 

algorithm. The experiments are conducted in groups of 5,15 and 30 bots, through a simulation study. In a group 

there is usually one bot which knows the goal or destination, called as leader bot. The experiments are based on 

varying parameters of the weights given to three rules of boids algorithm i.e. separation, alignment and 

cohesion. The positioning of each bot in swarm, their initial velocity and the leaders are all randomly decided 

upon. The bots communicate with each other by sending messages which contain their x and y coordinates and 

their unique ID. This unique ID is defined by the user to track the message passing between bots in a swarm. 

The simulation platform V-Rep provides various mechanisms for message passing, color coding of bots and 

moving the bot in the space for experimental purposes. 

 

VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

Experiment 1 

Collaboration can be easily depicted by the swarm behavior for bots with one leader. In this experiment, a line 

structure is formed starting with the leader bot. Due to a latch in the simulation platform, message passing 

between bots take time and till then bots move to a new location, line structure is optimal for study of message 

hopping between bots. In a simple leader following experiment, hopping of messages from one bot to other is 

easily visible. This leads to further study and designing of self organizing algorithms for swarms and depicts 

collaboration as subjective measure. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 2: (a),(b),(c) Represent Movement of bots for Experiment 1 

 

Figure 3: Graph showing path of 5 bots 

Experiment 2 

This experiment is conducted with a set of 15 and 30 kilobots. The bots are arranged in a swarm formation and 

only one of them is leader which is placed in the center position of the swarm. Few modifications and their 

effects are also observed through this experiment such that placing more than one leader in a group say two or 

three. 

First considering only one leader in the swarm, it is observed that if the cohesion parameter is increased, 

(keeping other two parameters constant) by say 5 points, in the bots close to leader bot then more 

competitiveness in the bots is seen which are following the leader bot. Practically, by determining the delta 

value i.e. distance covered by a bot over a certain time, the bots closer to leader bot have higher delta value with 

respect to the bots far from leader bot. It is observed that initially all the bots move with same pace and same 

delta value. The basic concept is that, is the bots closer to leader bot will have higher cohesion coefficient, then 

they will tend to stay close to the leader that they are following. Further, the bots which are not closer to leader 

bot are calculating their position in relation to other closeby bots, and not directly with the leader bot. In a 

swarm like structure, the message passes from bot to bot in a message hopping fashion. Thus, if cohesion 

coefficient of other bots, which are not closer to leader bot, those bots will also tend to maintain close distance 

with the bots that they are following and hence will show competitiveness.  
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Kilobot 1 Kilobot 2 Kilobot 3 Kilobot 4 Kilobot 5 Kilobot 6 

0.2349, .1850 0.2349,0.2850 0.2849,0.2350 0.2909,0.2350 0.4499,0.1990 0.4677,0.2500 

0.3530,0.2908 0.3532,0.4036 0.3975,0.4352 0.3280,0.3550 0.5563,0.3047 0.5026,0.3513 

0.4455,0.4068 0.4457,0.5077 0.4876,0.4511 0.4069,0.4537 0.6021,0.4888 0.5770,0.4321 

0.5167,0.4876 0.5180,0.5868 0.5672,0.5249 0.4927,0.5311 0.6555,0.5484 0.6687,0.5287 

0.5667,0.5345 0.5736,0.6478 0.6263,0.5987 0.5483,0.5906 0.7689,0.6309 0.7089,0.6783 

 

In the experiment, Kilobot 1 is the leader and Kilobot 2 and Kilobot 3 are closest to kilobot 1 and their weights 

for parameter cohesion is also increased. The delta value for Kilobot 2 and 3 is 

relatively higher than for other Kilobots 4,5 and 6. 

Delta=distance/time 

For Kilobot 2 , delta =0.0453                         

For Kilobot 4 , delta =0.0371 

For Kilobot 3 , delta =0.0426                          

 For Kilobot 5, delta =0.0299 

For Kilobot 5 , delta =0.0302                      

For Kilobot 6 , delta =0.0325 

This shows that, the bots with higher cohesion show more competitiveness. 

Figure 4: Graph showing path of 5 bots 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5: (a),(b),(c) Represent Movement of Bots During Experiment  

Experiment 3 

This experiment is conducted to analyze result of change in alignment coefficient in the algorithm. Similar to 

the previous experiment 1, the alignment coefficient of bots is increased. This study shows that the motion of 

bot depends more on the bot which is moving in the most indifferent direction with respect to the swarm. The 

rule alignment is used by the individual bot to calculate its average velocity by averaging velocities of all bots it 

can interact with. This, if the bot it is following is being deviated from the path in order to reach to the 

destination, then somewhat the bot which is following will also deviate from the path of whole group. This 

depicts the quality of influence on the bot of its surrounding bots. This further leads to study of crowd mentality 

in real world. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 6: (a),(b),(c) Represent Movement of Bots During Experiment 3 

Experiment 4 

This experiment shows that a bot using boids algorithm prefers a group for better results. In this, there is a 

swarm and a separate bot moving towards the same destination. Initially, the velocity given to lone bot is 

random and there is one leader in the swarm. Coincidently, the lone bot communicates with one of the swarm 

bots and becomes a part of the swarm. This in turn shows communication and unity in the swarm. In case the 

lone bot is not able to get in touch with any of the swarm bots, it moves randomly with its initial velocity and 

stops only when it gets some message from a still swarm bot. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 7: (a),(b),(c) Represent Movement of bots During Experiment 4 
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Figure 8: Graph showing path of 5 bots 

 Due to few limitations of V-Rep , it was seen that there is a delay in message transfer between the bots such 

that the bot moves to the next position and then its previous position is transmitted or reaches the other bot. Due 

to this delay, sometimes bots move out of the range of communication and different results are obtained. 

 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 

 

Boids algorithm is an algorithm defined to allow the bots to move from source to destination as well as figuring 

out an optimal path staying connected to the swarm. But this concept can be extended to implement the self 

organizing algorithm in parallel as well. Due to the execution of this approach the bots can compute their 

positions faster and thus can reach the target in a much less time. The basic idea of swarm robotics can be 

further visualized as a group of bots moving together and carrying some rehabilitation items like the food or 

medical aid to the disaster affected region. They can also be used to identify the total amount of destruction 

caused in the mishap region or generate an alarm by creating Emergency SOS shape to inform about the rescue 

of any victim affected by disaster. They can be employed to wander in the disaster affected region and provide 

images of the same to determine which areas require immediate help. They are basically put into practice in 

areas where there is threat to human life either due to landmines or some other mishap so in that case they are of 

utmost help by saving the human life and speeding up the rescue process. 

In scenarios, such as team construction and crowd or traffic management requires the analysis of qualities 

depicted by individuals as it could help in sorting out these problems. The results from this study can be 

implemented so that in such situations, it is easy to identify some of the individuals with high competitive spirit 

and collaborative abilities so that they can influence the whole group to achieve the goal. 
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ABSTRACT 

The primary objective of this article is to explain about touch projector technology concept and how to use it. 

This paper intention is to look at the present touch projector as a new technology aimed to enable performing 

tasks as a huge touch screen. This paper briefs on the historical background and provide review of three recent 

devices which are Touch Pico, Cicret Bracelet and Dell Interactive Projector S520. The discussion focuses on 

their uses in business, education and entertainment. Additionally some areas of improvements are highlighted 

such as the return value and surface problems. Finally, this paper offers some suggestions to make the devices 

better. 

 

 Index Terms: Cicret Bracelet, Dell Interactive Projector, Touch Pico, Touch Projector Devices. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The touch projector technology “magic” is that it is able to turn any surface into a touch screen. Touch projector 

comes in a separate dedicated device, which varies in sizes, depending on the resolution and space of display 

area. It is able to display the contents from any supported compatible software such as Windows 8 and Android. 

It can be displayed on any suitable surface such as data show, white board, wall, arm or the interactive table for 

16-100 inches projector size. Users can interact with the multi-touch screen by using the touch projector stylus 

pen, fingers or traditional dry-erase markers.  

The technology has a strong demand since it make project reports or lessons to become something special. It 

provides the ease of interaction with the touch screen for many people at the same time, sharing the ideas and 

encourages collaboration with a complete interactive projection solution that combines the functionality of a 

whiteboard with the features of a multi-touch display. It helps the educational institutions to accomplish the 

effective learning process as in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Epson-595Wi Touch Projector Used in A Classroom 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

Historical background:-Boring, S., Baur, D., Butz, A., Gustafson, S., & Baudisch, in 1992, Tani et al. 

proposed to remotely operate machines in a factory by manipulating a live video image on a computer screen. 

Touch projector, a system that enables users to interact with remote screens through a live video image on their 

mobile device. The handheld device tracks itself with respect to the surrounding displays.  

-Touch on the video image is “projected” onto the target display in view, as if it had occurred there. This literal 

adaptation of Tani’s idea, however, fails because handheld video does not offer enough stability and control to 

enable precise manipulation. Later, many experts try to address this with a series of improvements such as 

building a separate device, which has its own operating system.  

Overview:-The prototype technology turns any surface such as walls, tables, or floors into an interactive touch 

screen. This has been in development for quite a few years. Nowadays, the technology has matured and 

development has been quite successful. Almost anyone can get his or her hands on that device. There are many 

variants in the world market which surrounds on the idea of a touch projector. Many of them are available for 

sale online. On the other hand, those that are still under the development stage, some companies allows pre-

order. 

 

III. CICRET BRACELET 

 

With wearable gaining some traction, smart phones and tablets are by no means the only mobile devices around 

nowadays. Now, though, Cicret is looking to take things a step farther and turn your arm into a Smartphone. The 

Cicret Bracelet has Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Micro USB connectivity The Cicret Bracelet uses a row of eight 

proximity sensors to work out where the user’s fin. The Cicret Bracelet is designed to be an independent device. 

Conceived 12 months ago and designed over the course of 6 months, the Cicret Bracelet is a small wristband 

that looks similar to the Jawbone Up. The Bracelet comprises a pico projector and a row of eight proximity sen-

sors that point towards the user’s forearm. It operates as a standalone device and, when activated with a twist of 

the wrist, projects an Android interface onto the users arm; much like Chris Harrison’s Skin put research. The 

proximity sensors detect where the user’s finger or fingers are and allow them to interact with the interface as 

they would any other Android device. 

 

Figure 2. Cicret Bracelet 
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IV. DELL INTERACTIVE PROJECTOR 

 

Take your lessons and presentations to the next level with the Dell Interactive Projector - S520, a unique 

interactive projection solution for real-time collaboration and active engagement that features multi-touch 

capabilities, Intel® Wireless Display (Intel® WiDi) + Mira cast technology1 and advanced wireless functions 

for classrooms and conference rooms of nearly any size. The S520 takes some of the features of interactive 

whiteboards and interactive LCD displays, and combines them in one convenient solution. 

 

Figure 3. Dell Interactive Ultra Short Throw Projector 

 

V. TOUCH PICO 

 

The Touch Pico projector is launching today on IndieGogo. Announced at this year’s CES, it’s about as 

powerful as a mid-range Android phone, and has a camera that sees when you draw on the surface it’s 

projecting on- it basically turns any surface into a giant tablet-like display. The Touch Pico was a surprisingly 

quick performer when we tried it out in our offices last week. While you have to use the included stylus to get 

the most accurate control of the “screen,” it was responsive to taps and swipes and didn’t take too long to switch 

between apps. The interface is stock Android, though it’s running an older build. 

 

Figure 4.View Touch Pico 

 

 

http://www.crunchbase.com/organization/touchpico
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/touchpico-turn-any-surface-into-a-touch-screen
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5.1 Magic Touch Virtual Projection Keyboard 

This types of devices are available known as magic cube projection Keyboard Company such as cellulon 

designs this keyboard projector. Basic design of this projector is shown in figure. 

The projection laser displays the layout onto any surface; keystrokes are recognized and relayed via an invisible 

infrared laser combined with an optical sensor. Process of reorganization works as: when user presses key on 

projected keyboard, the infrared layer is interrupted. This produces IR reflections that are recognized by sensor 

in three dimensions, allowing the system to assign a coordinate. 

 

Figure 5.Magic Touch Virtual Projection Keyboard 
 

VI. PRACTICAL APPLICATION                                                    

 

The versatility of touch projector has become very popular in recent years. No surprise here, no one can deny 

how useful they are. There are many benefits to having a touch projector in any institutions or home, far more 

than most people realize. However, the truth is, only few people actually can get the full benefit out of these 

projectors compared to the many features a touch projector can deliver.  

1. Education:-The biggest benefit of touch projector technology is in education. The easiest solution for 

classrooms across the world is to use touch projector. It enables the teacher and student to perform functions 

such as writing on the interactive touch surface with the stylus, drag-and-drop images or text from one place to 

another. It helps the teacher to display the lesson with sound and let the students engage with educational 

multimedia activities by drawing/writing the answers, watch simulations and view graphics. The portable device 

can be transferred from classroom to classroom, eliminating costly hardware upgrades especially in the rural 

area schools.  

2. Business Use:-Touch projector also helps businesses in carrying out business activity by providing interactive 

visual display. A manger can communicate so many different ways with his workers. Sending an instruction, 

progress discussion or learning how to figure out any problem by displaying it on a touch screen and directly 

interacting with it. 
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3. Entertainment:-Gaming may become one of the strongest reasons to buy a touch projector. Kids always 

wish for a bigger screen to play Angry Birds. With a touch project, it will become more fun and interactive by 

simply touching the wall. Other fun uses could be the parents want to show their favorite movie in a child's 

bedroom, while camping or on vacation. All in one, no extra pieces needed. Another one potential hit of touch 

projector is for people who are engaged with physical activities. Two examples of these are practicing yoga pose 

or learning a golf stance. With a touch projector an enlarged video tutorial will be like having the trainer in front 

of you. 

 

VII. COMPARISON 

 

From the previous discussion, touch projector has amazing features. Developers were able to use this technology 

to be the beginning of the 'Future is tomorrow' concept. With more research and design, consumer will be spoilt 

for choices. Consumer would evaluate between ease of use, cost, durability and power consumption. A summary 

and comparison of the three touch projector mentioned before, the Touch Pico, Cicret Bracelet and Dell 

Interactive Projector are tabulated. Unfortunately, Cicret Bracelet details are not readily available due to it is 

still under development even with contacting the developing team members. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

In summary, the real issue faced by touch projector technology is not whether it is completely good or bad but 

whether the device features is comprehensive enough to meet user's expectation whether in business, education 

or entertainment. The value for money comparing price, surface problems, integrated operating system and 

built-in speaker may vary in terms of importance from one person to another. All in all, the four weakness 

mentioned above should be addressed accordingly because it can be the break or make for the device. 
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ABSTRACT- Solar energy is the most readily available source of energy. It is also the most important of the 

non-conventional sources of energy because it is non-polluting and therefore helps in decreasing the greenhouse 

effect. Drying by exposure to the sun is one of the oldest method using solar energy for food preservation. Solar 

dryer is a device used for product drying with proper application of solar energy. Solar dryer can successfully 

employ a cost effective drying technique. Design improvements of solar dryer would lead to better performance 

of the system. This work is intended to develop a solar dryer with Phase Changing Material (PCM) for drying 

agricultural products. Developing efficient and inexpensive energy storage device in solar dryer is as important 

as the development of new energy sources. This reduces the time between energy supply and demand there by 

plays a vital role in energy conservation. The solar drying system consists of baffled flat plate collector of 1m² 

area, drying chamber, blower and PCM chamber. Potato and cassava root were selected as drying material in 

this solar dryer. Time required for reducing the moisture content from initial moisture content to final moisture 

content  were observed in open sun drying and in solar dryer . Potato and cassava root placed within the dryer 

required 2 days to attain final moisture content but the product placed under the open drying required 4 days to 

reach final moisture content. Samples dried in solar dryer was overall accepted, whereas traditionally open sun 

dried samples was less preferred by consumers for its color and texture. In this work, 3 kg of paraffin wax was 

used as a latent heat thermal storage. From the experimental results, it is found that the solar dryer implementing 

paraffin wax as thermal storage medium successfully maintains the temperature around 35
0
C- 40

0
C for five 

consecutive hours. The economic analysis of the solar dryer was conducted by payback period method. The 

capital cost of solar dryer was Rs. 30000/-. The payback period of the solar dryer with PCM was found to be 

approximately 6 months. 

 

Keywords—Solar Collector, Dryıng Chamber, Blower, PCM Chamber, Paraffın Wax , Cassava Root, 

Potato. 

 

I. INTRODUCTİON  

 

Energy is the prime factor of economic growth and is vital to the support of a modem economy. Future 

economic growth crucially depends on the long-term availability of energy sources that are affordable, 

accessible and environmental friendly technology. The known resources of fossil fuels in the world are 

depleting very fast and it is estimated that, by AD 2030, man will have to increasingly depend upon renewable 

sources of energy. Apart from being freely available in nature, renewable energy resources can be used in a 
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decentralized manner, reducing the cost of transmission and distribution power. Renewed interest in solar 

energy has developed since 1970. 

Solar drying has been considered as one of the most promising areas for the utilization of solar energy especially 

in the field of food preservation. Open sun drying is the most common method employed in tropical countries 

for the drying of agricultural products, food stuffs etc. The method is simple since it does not involve any costly 

equipment. The product to be dried is spread under sun and the moisture evaporates from it over a course of 

time. Even though the process is simple it suffers from the disadvantages like dust contamination, insect 

infestation, microbial contamination, spoilage due to rain etc. Products dried in this way are unhygienic and 

sometimes unsuitable to human consumption. Solar drying can be most successfully employed as a cost 

effective drying technique. It has got several attractive features. For example, energy is available free of cost 

and can be harnessed in the site itself. Solar drying systems must be properly designed in order to meet 

particular drying requirements of specific crops and to give satisfactory performance with respect to energy 

requirements. The drying systems can be classified primarily according to their operating temperature ranges 

into two main groups of high temperature dryers and low temperature dryers. However, dryers are more 

commonly classified broadly according to their heating sources into fossil fuel dryers and solar energy dryers. 

Solar thermal technology is a technology that is rapidly gaining acceptance as an energy saving measure in 

agriculture application. It is preferred to other alternative sources of energy such as wind because it is abundant, 

inexhaustible and non-polluting. In comparison to natural open drying, solar dryers generate higher 

temperatures, lower relative humidity, lower product moisture content and reduced spoilage during the drying 

process. But the main limitation of the solar dryer is that it works only when the sun is shining. It can be 

alleviated by storing excess energy during the peak time and use it in off sun hours or when the energy 

availability is inadequate. Developing efficient and inexpensive energy storage device in solar dryer is as 

important as developing new sources of energy and reduces the time between energy supply and energy demand 

thereby playing a vital role in energy conservation.  

 

II. SOLAR DRYERS 

 

Drying may be required for several reasons. First and mostly often, water is removed from the fresh crop to 

extend its useful life. Dried vegetables are an example for this drying application. Secondly, a crop may require 

drying so that it can be further processed. For example, many grains are dried so that they can be ground into 

flour. Finally, fresh crops are sometimes dried so that a new product, distinctly different from its original form, 

can be produced. Sultanas, the dried form of grapes, are an example of this drying application. Agricultural 

products especially fruits and vegetables require hot air in the temperature range of 40–60 
o

C for safe drying. 

Depending on the agricultural product, water content of properly dried product varies from 5%-25% with 

successful drying. Drying under controlled conditions of temperature and humidity helps the agricultural food 

products to dry reasonably rapidly to safe moisture content and to ensure a superior quality of the product. The 

drying systems are usually classified according to their operating temperature ranges; into low and high 

temperature dryers. In the low temperature drying systems, the moisture content of the product is brought into 

equilibrium usually with the drying air by constant ventilation. These systems enable crops to be dried in bulk or 
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for long term storage. High temperature dryers are used when fast drying is desired and crops require a short 

exposure to the drying air. Different heat sources are employed for the drying of agricultural products with the 

most common being fossil fuels, electricity and solar energy. Solar energy is free and clean, therefore is 

recognized as one of the most promising alternative energy recourses options.  

 

2.1. Classıfıcatıon of Solar Dryers 

 

Solar dryers are available in a range of size and design and are used for drying of various agricultural products. 

It is found that various types of dryers are available to suit the needs of farmers. They can be classified into 

several categories depending on the following factors. 

1. Design or working principle of the dryer 

2. Mode of drying 

3. Type of product to be dried  

Therefore, selection of a particular dryer for a particular application is largely a decision based on what is 

available and the types of dryers currently used widely. 

Solar dryers can be classified in to two major groups, namely: 

2.1.1 Passive Dryer 

Passive solar energy drying systems conventionally termed as natural circulation solar drying systems. In the 

natural convection solar dryer design, the heated air flow is induced by thermal gradient. Natural circulation 

solar dryers depend of their operation entirely on solar energy. In such systems, solar heated air is circulated 

through the product by buoyancy force or as a result of wind pressure. 

2.1.2 Active Dryer 

Active dryer is sometimes called forced convection dryer because of the forced movement of heated air. The 

forced convection dryer is design in such a way that air is forced through a solar collector and the product bed 

by a fan or a blower. Optimum air flow can be provided in the dryer throughout the drying process to control 

drying temperature and moisture in wide ranges independent of the weather condition. 

2.1.3 Hybrid Solar Dryer 

In the hybrid system, a combined solar heater with another source of heat such as fossil fuel or biomass is 

employed in order to have a double heating effect. 

Three distinct sub classes of either the active or passive solar drying system are: 

1. Direct solar dryer 

2. Indirect solar dryer 

      3.  Mixed- mode solar dryer 

2.1.4 Direct Solar Dryer 

In this class of dryer, the solar radiation is absorbed directly by the product intended to be dried. The hot air 

supply is provided through solar collectors which are employed in the drying unit in which the product is 

directly irradiated by solar energy through transparent sheet covering the east and west sides of the chamber. 

One of the disadvantages of this system is poor quality of product processed which may causes black surface on 

the product due to the direct solar radiation on the product. On the other hand the drying time is very fast and 
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this class of dryers came with a simple design which can be assembled by farmers themselves using locally 

available materials. 

2.1.5 Indirect Solar Dryer  

In this type of dryer, the solar radiation acquired by the system is used to heat the air circulating around the 

product to be dried. The air is typically heated by the thermal energy converted from solar radiation absorbed 

with separate collector. In this operating mode, the sides of the drying chamber are insulated to prevent the loss 

of solar radiation through the sides. Product quality is improved by an increase of the drying speed. Indirect 

dryers are generally predestined for the manufacture by small industries in most cases. 

2.1.6 Mixed- Mode Solar Dryer  

The mixed type is a combined direct and indirect drying where the hot air from the exterior solar heater is 

combined with direct solar heating of the products through the transparent roof of the drying cabinet.  

III. DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

 

The system should be designed taking into account certain design parameters of the component and is 

manufactured with the design specifications. It is designed such a way that the sunlight is not incident directly 

on agricultural products, but the air preheated during its flow through an air heater is directed to the chamber 

drying to dry the products. The system is designed to 5 kilogram capacity with 3 kilogram phase change 

material. The average active solar radiation is taken as 833W/m
2
.  

 

3.1 Layout of the Project 

 

 

Fig.3.1 Schematic Diagram of Solar Dryer 

The solar dryer consist of an inclined solar air heater with PCM located inside the drying chamber. The blower 

delivers a constant air mass flow rate to the drying chamber. The air passes through the solar air heater which 

heats the air and the heated air is allowed to flow into the drying chamber. When the air in the heater gets heated 

up and reaches the critical point of PCM they will melt and charging takes place. When the sunlight is not 

abundant the air temperature flowing inside the heater will reduce and thus the PCM will starts to freeze and 
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thus discharging takes place. During discharging the PCM will freeze slowly and thus the dryer will get heat air 

for a longer time. The heated air from the air heater flows through a drying chamber whose walls are coated 

with aluminum paint to avoid heat losses. Inside the chamber there is a tray in which the products to be dried are 

held. Due to the movement of heated air over the trays the products gets dried. The fan inside the chamber 

forces the ambient air to pass through the collector and rise up to the product being dried. The PCM used in this 

work is paraffin wax. Paraffin wax is a white or colorless soft solid derivable from petroleum, coal or oil shale. 

Paraffin wax is mostly found as a white, odorless, tasteless, waxy solid with a typical melting point between 

about 40
0
C and 68 °C. It is mainly used in a pathology laboratory, industrial application etc. 

The main components of solar dryer are solar air heater, blower, drying chamber and PCM chamber. Design and 

fabrication of each component is explained below. 

        Material chosen for drying = cassava root 

        Quantity of material, M =5 kg 

        Moisture content in raw cassava, Wt% =62% w.b 

        Final moisture content (moisture content for storage), Dry% =14% w.b 

         The mass of moisture removed per 5kg of raw cassava root, Mm 

         Mm =    kg                                                                                                                1 

              = 5 x (0.62 – 0.14)/ (1-0.14) 

              = 2.8 kg  

We have to remove 2.8 Kg of water from 5 kg raw material in order to get the required value added product. 

Amount of heat required to remove moisture content is given by, 

           QR = Mm x hfg + Mm x hf                                                                                                                                                                                          2 

Where,   

 hfg = Latent heat of evaporations of water. From steam table ,  at 60
0
C, h fg = 2358.40 kJ/kg 

h f = Enthalpy of water. From steam tables, at 60
0
C, h f = 251.16 kJ/kg 

            QR = 2.8 x 2358.40 + 2.8 x 251.16 

                 = 7306.76 kJ 

                 = 7306.76/ (60 x 60x 12) 

                    = 169.138 W 

3.2 Baffled Flat Plate Collector 

 

Flat Plate Collector (FPC) is widely used for domestic hot-water, space heating/drying and for applications 

requiring fluid temperature less than 100
0
C. 

To find out area of flat plate collector, 

The useful amount of heat delivered by a flat plate is given by, 

            Qu = Ac [It. (τ.α) – UL (Tp – Ta)] FR                                                                                                   3 

Where, 

Ac   = Collector area, m
2
 

It     =Solar irradiance = 833W/m
2
  

τ      =Transmissivity = 0.5 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petroleum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oil_shale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wax
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α      = Absorptivity = 0.5 

UL   = Overall heat loss coefficient = 5 W/m
2 0

C 

Tp    = Average temperature at upper surface of the absorber = 40
0
C 

Ta    = Average atmospheric temperature = 30
0
C 

FR   = Heat removed factor of collector depending on the material = 0.92 

             Qu  = Ac [833 x 0.5x 0.5 – 5 (40-30)] x 0.92 

          = Ac x 145.5 W 

For our design purpose, using equation (5.2) 

    QR = Qu 

From the above, we get area of collector, 

    Ac = 169.138/145.5 = 1.16 m
2
 

Taking approximate value, the collector size = 1 m
2 

In order to make a solar air heater a more effective solar energy utilization system, thermal performance needs 

to be improved by enhancing the heat transfer rate from absorber plate to air flowing in the duct of solar air 

heater. One of the methods for the enhancement of convective heat transfer is by creating turbulence at heat 

transfer surface with the help of artificial roughness on absorber plate. The baffles made the air to follow a 

winding path thereby doubling the length of the air passage through the collector. The baffles were positioned 

vertically upward pointing to the glass plate. The baffles create turbulence which forces the air to come in close 

contact with hot surface of the absorber and decreases the thermal sub layer. There will be a considerable 

improvement in the collector efficiency of solar air heaters if the fins in the collector have attached baffles to 

create air turbulence and an extended heat-transfer area. 

 

3.3 Drying Chamber 

The drying chamber is the place where the drying function takes place. It is fabricated with plywood to 

minimize heat loss. The material has been chosen since plywood is a poor conductor of heat and it has smooth 

surface finish and also heat loss by radiation is minimum. The drying chamber occupying a volume of 75 cm x 

75cm x 90 cm. The outer portion of the drying chamber is painted matte black. Inside portion of the drying 

chamber is coated by aluminum paint. This type of paint generally has a silvery finish. It has also high 

reflectivity. It is widely used for furnaces and in the home for hot-water pipes and radiators to a certain extent. 

This system contains an exhaust fan at the top of the dryer which allows pre-heated air coming from solar 

collector to pass through food products. This exhaust is connected with a 10W solar panel for converting solar 

radiation in to electricity. 

               

 

3.4 Trays  

Drying chamber designed in such way that it consist 3 trays of 70 cm x 70 cm x 2 cm size, which would hold up 

to 5 kg of drying products. The trays are made of aluminum mesh to avoid rusting. Aluminum meshes are light 

weight, strong and there is significant resistance for atmospheric corrosion .The frame of each tray was 

constructed from wood. The position of the trays is made in such a way that the gap between each tray is 17cm. 
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3.5 PCM Chamber 

The PCM storage unit is located at the inner bottom of the drying compartment to reduce the heat losses. No 

insulation is provided for the PCM chamber since it is place inside the dryer. 3 kg of paraffin wax were used as 

a latent heat thermal storage in the PCM chamber .PCM chamber is fabricated with 24 gauge GI sheet. Chamber 

occupying a volume of 65cm x 28cmx 6 cm. Four 38mm diameter copper tubes are placed inside the PCM 

chamber.  The pre heated air from the solar air heater passes to the drying chamber through these copper tubes. 

The quantity of PCM required is calculated as:  

Latent heat capacity of Paraffin wax   = 220 kJ/kg 

Required amount of energy                 = 7306.76 kJ 

Amount of PCM required                   = 7306.76/220 = 33.2kg 

For extension of working of dryer for 12 hours during night time = 33.2/12 =2.76 kg  

we chose 3 kg of paraffin wax for the experiment. 

 

 

3.6 Blower 

Blowers provide air for ventilation and industrial process requirement. Blowers can achieve much higher 

pressure than fans as high as 1.20kg/cm
2
. They are also used to produce negative pressure for industrial vacuum 

system. The main types are centrifugal blower and positive displacement blower. The project work uses a 

centrifugal blower of 1A, 12V with impeller diameter 10.5cm. Centrifugal blower typically operates against 

pressure of 0.35- 0.70 kg/cm
2
. This blower works with 10W solar panel which convert solar radiation in to 

electricity. During night time and off sunshine days the blower is connected to a 12V electrical adapter. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Testing of the system is carried out by two sets of experiment: no load test and load test. A comparative study of 

the sensible energy storage system and latent heat storage system is also conducted. The analysis results are 

briefly explained in this section. 

4.1 Comparative Analysis of Thermal Storage System 

The solar dryer was developed with a thermal storage system.  The storage unit stores the heat in thermal 

storage system during the day and supplies hot air during the night and overcast periods. In this work, the 

experiments were conducted with both sensible heat storage system (pebbles) and latent heat storage system 

(paraffin wax) and made a comparative study with both thermal storage systems. As a storage material, pebbles 

are cheap and readily available have good heat transfer characteristics with air. During the charging process the 

paraffin slowly gets heated until it reaches its melting point temperature. The pebbles heats faster than the 

paraffin wax. But the pebble discharges its heat faster than the paraffin wax. 
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Fig.4.1 Temperature Variation in Pebbles and Paraffin Wax 

4.2 No Load Test 

During this test the dryer was mounted in an open ground. The pyranometer used for measuring solar radiation 

was placed close to the dryers. The temperature gauge were use to measure the inlet air temperature, outlet air 

temperature, drying chamber temperature and PCM chamber temperature. The readings were taken at intervals 

of one hour.  
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 Fig.4.2 Temperature Variation in Inlet and Outlet Air of Solar Collector 

 

4.3 Load Test 

The set up of this experiment is similar to that of no load test. The potato and cassava root was dried and the 

weight variation was carefully monitored. During the process of drying, the product was weighed at regular 

intervals of one hour each day starting from 10 am to 4pm. The purpose of load test is to calculate the time 
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required for drying the commodities as well as to find out the system drying efficiency and pick up efficiency of 

dryer. 

Fig. 4.3  Reduction in Mass of the Product  in Closed drying and Open Drying 
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Fig.4.4  Reduction in Moisture Content of the Product in Closed drying and Open Drying 

 

 V. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

Economic analysis calculation is done by payback period method.  

Payback period, N is given by, 

            N=                                                                                                                            4 

The capital cost of the solar dryer is Rs.30,000/-. The number of days for which the solar dryer will be 

operating is considered as 210 days (as the rest of the days may have rain or ample sunshine is not available). 

The cost of drying per kg of dried product is calculated by obtaining the cost required for running the blower 

for 24 hours. The electricity charge was considered as Rs 5 per kWh. Selling price of branded dried cassava 

root per kg available in the market was taken as Rs 80/- and the cost of fresh cassava root per kg as Rs 20/-. 

The rate of interest and rate of inflation is assumed to be 10% and 5% respectively. 

Capital cost of the solar dryer ,                                                                    = Rs.30,000/-. 
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Cost of cassava root for 5 kg, Cb                                                                                                          = Rs 100/- 

Cost of 5 kg of fresh product of dried cassava,  Cdp                                                              = 100x  

                                                                                            = Rs 82.44/- 

Charge of blower for running 24 hours , Cs                                         = 24x 0.012x5 

                                                                                                                           = Rs 1.5/- 

Total cost required for drying 5 kg of cassava , Cds                                                               = 82.44+1.5 

                                                                                                                           = Rs 83.88/- 

 Selling price of branded dried cassava root of 5 kg available in the market   =Rs 400/- 

Savings on 5 kg of dried product                                                                      = 400-83.88 

                                                                                                                           = Rs 316.12/- 

Saving during the first year of the solar dryer , S1  =  Sd x D x(1+i)
j-1

 

  Where, 

D is the number of days of use of dryer per year 

D  = 210 days 

 Sd is the saving per day 

           Sd        =  

                       = Rs 255.63/- 

Hence , S1          = 255.63 x 210 x (1+0.05) 

                       =Rs 56367.67/- 

Using equation   8.1, 

           N =                                                              

           N =  =0.578 years (≈6 months)  

The capital investment of the dryer was Rs. 30 000 and the payback period of the dryer was found to be 

approximately 6 months. 

VI. RESULT 

An efficient solar dryer has been constructed and its drying characteristics studied. The constructed dryer can be 

used to dry agricultural products under controlled and protected conditions. The drying system proved efficient 

and economic for drying agricultural products. The result obtained during the test period reveals that the 

temperatures inside the dryer and solar collector were much higher than the ambient temperature during most 

hours of the day-light. The experiments were conducted on potato and cassava root. The dryer exhibited 

sufficient ability to dry food items rapidly to a safe moisture level and simultaneously it ensures a superior 

quality of the dried product. Since the product was not directly exposed to solar radiation, the color of the 

product was retained even after complete drying. The energy balance equations were developed for solar air 
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heater. The selection of paraffin wax as PCM gives an advantage of storing the solar energy even after the 

sunset, for few hours.  It is inferred that using high thermal conductive particles with paraffin wax as energy 

storage material may improve the thermal performance of the solar dryer. The capital investment of the dryer 

was Rs. 30,000 and the payback period of the dryer was found to be approximately 6 months, which is very 

short considering the life of the system.  
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